Enabling Technologies

Technology Strategy

Information Management

Actionable Strategies collaborates with client leadership

Information is the lifeblood of organizations. Actionable

to formulate and execute on technology strategy. Key

Strategies can help you work efficiently along your

elements of enabling strategy are business-facing.

entire, distributed value chain, while providing insight

Alignment to business strategy

into the measures and future views that enable critical

Performance metrics aligned to business goals

business decisions.

Service level agreements

We have extensive experience in the design,

Governance and operating models

implementation and extension of systems that tie data,

Initiative / project portfolio rationalization

applications and knowledge together to help
organizations drive their business forward with
confidence.

Service
Level
Agreements

Business &
Process
Metrics
Governance Model

Business Enablement
Business Applications
General Purpose Software
Information and Data
Automation

Support Services
Help Desk
Incident Response
Change Management
Release Management
Configuration Management

Technology Stack (simplified)
Touchpoint: Applications, COTS and Process-enablement
Platforms: Mobile, Responsive, Legacy
Data and Functions: Services, Data Access, Middle Tiers
Abstraction: Cloud, Virtualization, Hosting , Distribution
Infrastructure: Servers, Storage, Networks, PCs, Browsers

Data warehouses and data marts
Enterprise/Master data management
Executive dashboards and decision support systems
Mobile application design and development
Legacy system perpetuation
Application design and development
Knowledge management systems
Value chain integration
Customer-facing systems
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Planning and Process

Infrastructure

Effective plans and

Foundational technologies

efficient processes are the

can act as either enablers

hallmarks of great

or constraints. By taking a

companies. Successful

holistic view of the

technology projects

computing environment, Actionable Strategies provides

require that these be combined with the right people to

clients with core technology platforms that are non-

extract all of the potential that complex initiatives

disposable, durable, robust and extensible. This allows

present. Actionable Strategies provides unbiased

client to focus on extracting business value with the

expertise that facilitates rapid decisions based upon

confidence that the underlying infrastructure will

insightful and thorough analysis.

accommodate present and future needs.

Alignment, planning and budgeting

Cloud strategies and implementation

Services model design and deployment

Network architecture and design

Project revitalization and recovery

Mobile and remote computing solutions

Program management establishment

System management and monitoring

Packaged application selection
Process design and reengineering

Technology Solutions

IT Risk Management
Business and technology
leaders have a

By focusing on business

responsibility to actively

objectives and end-to-

assess and eliminate

end processes,

risks. Actionable

Actionable Strategies

Strategies ensures that clients are addressing the most

truly delivers solutions.

critical vulnerabilities while controlling the costs to

While technology may be an important element of the

mitigate lower priority risks. By focusing on business

solution, technology in itself is merely an enabler. Our

exposure in addition to threat profiles, we ensure that

focus on driving outcomes increases the success rate for

spending is aligned to business risk.

clients. As a true consulting firm that does not resell
products, we recommend and implement the

Information security assessment
Security policies, architecture and training

technologies that are best suited to the client’s needs.

Business Continuity Planning

For us, project success is meeting business objectives

Disaster Recovery Planning

and technology implementation is the start, not the
finish.
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